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Display corner :  

Different letters in English and Hindi , Numbers and concepts in Maths and 

different colours were introduced through display corners, where flash cards, 

real /toy objects related to the same are displayed. Children are given an 

opportunity to handle and explore the same. 

 

Morning Assembly : Assemblies in school helps to develop school spirit; 

feelings of affiliation and unity among students. It enables students to share 

stories and performances, as well as their abilities/talents. Assembly provides 

good training in social behaviour.  It helps to develop in students a sense of 

identity with the school.  

 

Count the real objects : This activity was conducted to help the children learn 

counting in a play way method. Different colourful objects were displayed and 

the children had to count them orally. 

 

 

 



Find my partner : This is a mathematical game activity where children were 

divided into 2 groups . One group were given number cards and other were 

given cards with objects drawn on it . Children had to count the objects and find 

the correct partner. This activity helped to develop their counting and 

identification skills. 

 

 

Felicitation Drawing and Painting Competition : The winners of Drawing 

and Painting Competition were felicitated with a Merit certificate. 

 

 

  

 

Navratri Celebration : Navratri was celebrated with great zeal and enthusiasm. 

Children were dressed in traditional outfits and danced to the beats of ‘Garba 

Music.’ 

 

Ganpati Activity ( Pooja Thali Decoration ): Children decorated a Pooja 

Thali with colouring activity ( Swastik, diya, Kumkum, modak ) . Children were 

given sheets for colouring, later they were given to stick it on paper plate in the 

scrap book. Colouring activity helped to develop their fine motor skills and 

creative skills. 



 

  

Post Office : Field Trips is an integral role in developing personality traits 

among students. Mainly the purpose of field trips is to connect diverse culture 

students at one platform. It helps in developing interpersonal skill among 

students. Field trip to Post Office was organised for Jr.KG. section. Children 

were taken to Post Office and explained how it functions. Children also posted 

letters to their parents. Later in school they were provided refreshments, which 

they enjoyed a lot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MUD PLAY : Playing in the mud connects you with nature. Sensory, hands-on 

play feeds children's brains.  It is a delightfully sensory experience that can help 

children to learn and develop . Playing in the mud encourages creative thinking. 

Mud play activity was conducted for Jr.KG. section. 



Teacher’s Day : Teacher,s Day was celebrated . Children were told about 

Sarvapalli Radha Krishnan. Children offered prayers and tribute to him. 

 

 

Picture Talk : Picture talk activity is conducted to develop children’s reading 

and vocabulary skills. Children are encouraged to speak few sentences in 

English to develop self confidence.  

 

 

Games and puzzles : Toys and puzzles helps to develop the creative and 

imaginative skills of children. Children love to play and enjoy games and 

puzzles every week. Games and puzzles help to develop their thinking skills and 

children learn to adjust in groups. 

 


